Information About:
ATI Sample Items and Inspect Sample Items

The high-quality item banks accessible via Galileo are aligned to individual State Standards for grades K-12 in math, English language arts (ELA), and science as well as Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS). Experience a sampling of items in either of the:

- **ATI Secure and Community Item Banks** providing more than 90,000 items in K-12 math, ELA, and science including over 16,000 technology enhanced (TE) items
- **Key Data Systems Inspect® Item Bank** providing more than 50,000 items in math and ELA (K-12), science (4-HS), and history (5-HS) including thousands of TE items

Discover what a student will experience on a typical test or quiz.* The sample tests include rigorous, innovative, and engaging items that encourage use and development of higher order thinking skills.

**Access the sample tests:**
1. Go to the [K-12 Student-Parent Center](https://www.ati-online.com) and enter the sign in name **ATIdemostudent** and password **testdemo**.

2. Once signed in, you will find the student **Launchpad** interface. Click the **Take Test** tile to go to a list of available tests.

3. Select either the test sample **ATI Sample Items** and/or **Inspect Sample Items** to start the assessment.

*This quiz has been sampled many times and you’ll find that the last set of answers have been saved. Work through the demo and record your own responses.*